GPO USA founder Mike Jensen with a set of RangeGuide Range.finding Binoculars.

1he Big Advantage of

Rangefinding

Binocu ars
by Mike Hungle
ne of the biggest game changers for hunters
that I have seen in recent years is the
invention of rangefinders. Many a hunter,
including myself, has misjudged the distance of a deer,
antelope, elk or moose and ended up shooting overtop or
underneath an animal that was in our effective shooting
range. We have also passed up animals that we thought
were outside of our effective range, even though they
were well within that range. And, just as well, we have
shot at animals that we thought were in our effective
range but were well beyond that.

In the early years, I remember pacing out various
distances to trees, bushes, rocks and other landmarks so
I knew how close an animal would be to my blind or tree
stand. While that did work, it came with consequences,
such as leaving my scent in the area where I wanted my
target animal to stop or walk through. In addition, doing
so was not an option on a spot-and-stalk hunt and it was
still a matter of guessing the distance on those hunts.
When the first laser rangefinders started to become
available, they were big and bulky units. Because they
helped us hunters dial in the range, we started using them
faithfully. For many of us, we started to become more
successful on our shots as there was no more guessing
the distance. Over time, the units became smaller and
smaller, making them easier to use and carry. They also
became more accurate out to longer distances, so we
could also use them during muzzleloader or rifle seasons.
Even though the units started to become smaller in
size, the problem remained of having too many things
around our necks. While the early units could tell us
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This looks like a clear shot at this buck, if he turns broadside.

a bull elk is coming to look for a fight. The OLEO display on

the small size fool you. These units live up to their 22.36

these units features nine brightness settings that allow

twilight factor, giving crisp and clear views in low light and

you to see your distance readings in all conditions from

hazy conditions, along with accurate distant readings at

low-light situations to bright sunny afternoons.

the same time.

The Double HD

Glass GPO bright lens coating

The compact RangeGuide features an eye-safe Class

technology results in razor-sharp images even in the

1 la ser for instant readings The field of view is 330 feet at

lowest of light conditions to help you see and identify

1,000 yards, and eye relief is 17mm. The RangeGuide also

animals. Each unit is waterproof and fog-proof, allowing

features diopter focus adjustments on both left and right

you to hunt in the nastiest of weather conditions while

sides so they can be adjusted to your personal settings.

still having reliable optics when the moment of truth

They utilize GPO's premium cut-brass geared-focus wheel

presents. Additionally, each unit is covered with GPO's

system for a very tight, consistent turning radius without

PASSIONdrop hydrophobic coating, which makes these

any free play.

units very rugged. The coating protects them from

These units are extremely quick at picking up a range

bumps, drops, scraping, and so other situations that can

distance. While advertising materials for these range

occur when in the field hunting. In addition, each unit

finders state that these units will give distance readings

comes with a neoprene neck strap, microfiber cleaning

up t o 3,000 yards, it is important to note that in those

cloth, hard case and battery.

cases, the target must be a large reflective item. In testing
these units we were able to reliably range trees to almost

Compact Size

1,100 yards and deer to as much as 750 yards.

What is really intriguing about these units is their

Since I started using a set of rangefinding binoculars,

compact size. The 10 x 50 model stands just 6.3 inches

have found them to be a real game changer. So, if

tall and tips the scale at a meager 35 ounces due to its

you've been thinking about purchasing a set for yourself,

magnesium frame, making it not much bigger or heavier

I highly recommend doing so. Then, you can see what

than a regular 10 x 50 pair of binoculars. But don't let

I've been seeing!
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